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ABSTRACT

We present a game-based interface for acquiring common
sense knowledge. In addition to being interactive and entertaining, our interface guides the knowledge acquisition
process to learn about the most salient characteristics of a
particular concept. We use statistical classification methods
to discover the most informative characteristics in the Open
Mind Common Sense knowledge base, and use these characteristics to play a game of 20 Questions with the user. Our
interface also allows users to enter knowledge more quickly
than a more traditional knowledge-acquisition interface. An
evaluation showed that users enjoyed the game and that it
increased the speed of knowledge acquisition.
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H.5.2 Information Interfaces and Presentation: User Interfaces—Natural Language
INTRODUCTION

Ask any typical user, and they might tell you that computers are frustrating to interact with because they just don’t
have any common sense. If computer interfaces were able
to understand the basic facts that people already know, they
would be interact with users more effectively and naturally.
Applications can take advantage of these facts to make reasonable assumptions that improve the user experience. An
application that interacts with our daily lives should have a
representation of our goals, our problems, and the surroundings in which we live; an application that deals with natural
language should be able to understand which words make
sense in context. In order for these intelligent computer interfaces to see the world from the perspective of their users,
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they must have access to a wealth of information about the
world that human users take for granted. This information,
which people often take for granted and is not frequently
represented in computers, is common sense knowledge.
Much of the recent progress in common sense inference has
focused on filling in the gaps in large, existing knowledge
bases [28, 14]. While originating in English, these large
common sense knowledge-bases increasingly have been expanding to other languages [1][8][9] and using new techniques [7] to incorporate external, often domain specific, information. For these applications, it is important to be able to
add a new concept to an existing knowledge base as quickly
and effectively as possible. Such targeted knowledge acquisition is focused on integrating a single concept into an existing body of knowledge.
In this paper, we improve the targeted data acquisition process by using a model that represents the known concepts
in a hierarchy of clusters. A beta-binomial mixture model
discovers the clusters and the features that define them. We
use this model to build an intelligent interface that plays a
game of 20 Questions with the user. This game serves the
dual purpose of motivating volunteer contributions and increasing the throughput of new knowledge when interacting
with a user.

The symbiotic relationship between user interfaces and
common sense

When people interact with each other, that interaction is mediated by contextual and preexisting knowledge about the
situation, about how people think and react in similar situations and by general world knowledge. This complex web
of knowledge, which is so second nature in human to human interactions, is missing when a human interacts with a
computer interface.
Accumulating common sense knowledge has been recognized as a critical sub-goal for AI [18]; and has also proven
useful for nearer-term problems such as activity recognition
[23, 33], planning [5], sentiment analysis [15], speech recognition [11], and other innovative language processing applications [12].

veloped tools, Factivore, is designed for acquiring domain
specific knowledge, such as restaurants in the Austin area.
Factivore significantly increased the entry speed of GAFs,
but had the disadvantage that ontologists must hand-prepare
each of Factivore’s frames. The other tool, “Predicate Populator”, looks at web pages and suggests words that fit in
Cyc category frames which frequently co-occur with a given
word. This tool also required significant preparation by ontologists.
Games for human-based computation

How do we motivate users to contribute knowledge? In an
early version of OMCS, our survey uncovered that prolific
contributors were most motivated to contribute knowledge
by a sense of “interaction” and the impression that the computer was learning or understanding their entries [6, 3]. Consequently, the new interface for OMCS1 was designed with
interactivity in mind [27].
In the past few years, Luis von Ahn and colleagues have
demonstrated that a large audience of people could be enticed into contributing knowledge by playing a web-based
game. This labor-for-entertainment approach [30] is sometimes called Human Computation.
Figure 1. Open Mind learns facts about the concept “microwave oven”
from a session of 20 Questions.

Before humans can enjoy the benefits of intelligent user interfaces enriched with common sense, some must share their
own with computers. Despite advances in machine learning,
the most reliable way to acquire common sense knowledge is
to solicit it directly from people. If we aim to collect knowledge from people, it is important to create a user interface
that makes it easy and enjoyable for users to find and fill
gaps in knowledge.
The common sense acquisition problem

Our typical daily experiences draw from vast stores of common sense knowledge. For example, when we enter an unfamiliar restaurant or store, we use many common sense assumptions to manage this new experience. The assumptions
range from the knowledge that money can be exchanged for
goods and services to the conviction that the floor we stand
on will support our weight. Conversations between people similarly depend on these basic, unspoken assumptions.
Grice’s theory of pragmatics [4] states that when communicating, people avoid providing obvious information. Hence,
common sense information is usually not written down, and
we must make an effort to collect it. Two such efforts are
Cyc and the volunteer-driven Open Mind Common Sense
(OMCS)[26] projects. In the last five years, both of these
projects have realized advanced and intelligent user interfaces are required to retain volunteer contributers.
In 2005, the Cyc project developed tools [32] to enable
lightly trained volunteers to enter or confirm information.
Two of the main components of knowledge in Cyc are its
“ground facts” (GAFs) and rules. Because rules are hard
to learn, Cyc focuses on acquiring GAFs. One of its de-

Two examples of such games are Peekaboom and the ESP
Game. In the ESP Game [29], a player is presented with
an image from the Internet which needs to be labeled. Labeling images is useful, both for Internet image search and
for aiding those with disabilities. Two players who are unknown to each other are shown an image. Each must “guess”
what the other player is thinking by entering words which
describe the object in the picture. When the two players enter the same word, they are scored by how long it took them
to agree. The words are often good labels since users tend
to enter the most general descriptions for images hoping to
match with their fellow player. The Peekaboom [31] game
is a more advanced version of the same principles — pairs
of users attempting to label components of images.
Verbosity [17] is a general common sense knowledge acquisition game. Like the games above, Verbosity is a game for
two players. One of these players is given a word and must
get their partner to guess the word. That player can fill in
Open Mind-like templates with any word that is not the provided word and the second user must guess the word from
the clues. For example, if the word is “horse” one could say
“it has a hoof”.
One common sense knowledge acquisition game, Common
Consensus [13], is similar to the television game show Family Feud, in which contestants compete to give the most common responses to a prompt (e.g.,“things you would find in a
car”). Rather than polling the audience to predetermine valid
answers, Common Consensus computes “commonality” onthe-fly based on all of the online contestants’ responses.
The Restaurant Game [22] was designed to make computer
game AIs better able to model human social interactions.
1 http://openmind.media.mit.edu

In this two-player game, one user plays the diner and another plays the waitress. Their objective is to complete a
normal dining experience by interacting with each other, using the objects in the environment. The data collected is used
to train an intelligent Plan Network which will become the
game AI for a single-player restaurant game.
Robin Burgener’s commercial 20 Questions game, “20Q”,
[2] is a web-based game (also packaged as a retail toy) that
tries to guess what object you’re thinking of. This game is
powered by a neural network which was trained over a period of years. The biggest differences between this game and
ours are all derived from the difference in purpose between
our game and Burgener’s: our game is intended to improve
knowledge acquisition and inference, and his is focused on
entertainment alone. Burgener’s game works with a fixed
set of questions (the Web site version can expand its set of
concepts), while we are interested in a learning method that
grows with our data set in both its concepts and the features
it can apply to them. Also, Burgener’s game is optimized for
the task of playing the game well and narrowing down the
choices to a single concept in as few questions as possible,
while our objective is to determine the object’s similarity to
other known concepts. For us, playing the game optimally
is a secondary concern. Regardless of these differences, we
have drawn inspiration from the web-based game in parts of
our design, such as the constantly-updated list of potential
concepts.
Von Ahn stressed [30] that games are a useful means of
knowledge acquisition when the problem in question is one
that is hard for computers and easy for humans. A user who
chooses to enter a novel concept into the Open Mind system
is probably knowledgeable about the concept. In most cases,
this basic common sense about the object cannot be found by
automatically mining corpora.
Our 20 Questions game produces natural language questions based on the knowledge that is already present in Open
Mind. The questions are intended to identify a sufficiently
small cluster of objects that the object in question can be
compared to, and in some questions the game can even
guess what the object is. Interestingly, though, the interactions where the game guesses correctly are the least useful for acquiring new knowledge. If the game can guess a
concept based on the user’s answers to the questions, then
Open Mind already has enough information to determine
what cluster that object belongs in. Learning and winning
the game are goals that are generally not accomplished at
the same time.
A session with the game, along with the user’s answers, appears in Figure 1.
REPRESENTATIONS FOR COMMON SENSE

There is no consensus on a universal way to represent semantic content, although diverse proposals exist [24, 21, 25,
10]. Instead of committing to a particular representation,
the creators of OMCS separated the source data from the
machine-interpretable resources that can be derived from it

and allows for different representations for different reasoning methods.
The source data is stored in natural language. An example
of an assertion in OMCS is “You are likely to find milk in
a refrigerator”. These sentences must be reformulated to be
used in machine learning. From these assertions, key concepts and relations are discovered using syntactic patterns
and shallow parsing [8]. These are used to make more machine workable representations of the OMCS data including
the semantic network ConceptNet [16, 8], and a space comprised of the data’s principal components, AnalogySpace
[28].
Our model builds on the concept/relation representation that
is derived from ConceptNet’s data model. Assertions in
ConceptNet are characterized by three components: two
concepts and a relation between them. Concepts represent
sets of closely related phrases of natural language, so that “a
dog”, “dogs”, and “many dogs” are the same concept. Relations, such as UsedFor or PartOf, summarize the connection
between concepts.
The concept/feature representation, used by AnalogySpace
and the clustering model, expresses all the assertions using
a single relation between concepts and features; this allows
the knowledge base to be represented as a sparse matrix, and
simplifies the algorithms required to learn from it. A feature
is a pairing of a concept with a relation which forms a complete assertion when combined with a concept. For example,
is part of a house” is a feature of the concept “door”.
“
Specifically, it is a right feature, because the feature appears
to the right of the free concept; there are also left features
”.
such as “A door is part of
Features are a particularly useful representation in the game
of 20 Questions, because a feature contains exactly the information required to ask a question. For example, the feature
“
is part of a house” can be reformulated as the question “Is it a part of a house?”
AnalogySpace

OMCS uses dimensionality reduction through singular value
decomposition (SVD) as a method of reasoning [28]. When
a truncated SVD is run on the concept/feature matrix representation of ConceptNet, the result is a vector space representation called AnalogySpace. The effect of this dimensionality reduction is to transfer sparse information between
concepts using induction over their features which has the
benefits of smoothing the existing knowledge and proposing
new assertions that fill in the gaps [27].
The input to the SVD assigns a “truth score” to each entry in the concept/feature matrix. If ConceptNet contains a
positive assertion connecting that concept to that feature, the
score is a positive number, indicating the number of people
who have verified that assertion. If ConceptNet contains a
negative assertion, such as “dogs cannot fly”, the score for
that entry is the negative of the number of people who have
verified it. The scores form something similar to a Gaussian
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Figure 2. A 2-D projection of AnalogySpace. Note the distinguishable clusters of things people want (upward), things people don’t want
(downward), and things people can do (rightward).

distribution, except that it has considerably more weight on
the positive side (only 3.5% of ConceptNet assertions are
negative).
This matrix of scores is normalized, so that each concept is
now described by a Euclidean vector of length one over the
space of features, and then this sparse data is run through
a truncated singular value decomposition that retains only
the strongest k principal components. In this task, we chose
k = 50.2 This gives a 50-dimensional space in which both
concepts and features can be represented and compared to
each other. In this space, similarities between concepts or
features can be revealed by the cosine similarity of their vectors.

When teaching Open Mind about a new concept, we need
to take into account the fact that some areas of this vector
space are more densely populated than others. This leads us
to use a clustering model to classify new concepts. Instead of
AnalogySpace’s goal of filling in the gaps in what the system
already knows, the goal of this model is to ask questions that
sort out what kind of thing is being discussed, in order to find
out what other questions would be reasonable to ask. This is
much like the goal of the game “Twenty Questions”, so this
is how we have presented it in our user interface.
CLUSTERING AND LEARNING A CLASSIFICATION TREE
The beta-binomial mixture model

The goal of this clustering model is to place the new concept
near a cluster of existing concepts, at which point AnalogySpace is able to take over and make good predictions. In
order to place the concept, we need to identify clusters of
concepts with an unsupervised method. We cluster the concepts based on their feature vectors, derived from the concept/feature matrix representation discussed above.
Our clustering model assumes that concepts are generated
from a number of independent clusters. Clusters are defined by vectors of probabilities over features, expressing the
probability that each feature is true for concepts in that cluster.
We consider the existing data, then, to represent observations about the truth of that assertion. When multiple users
have entered an assertion, or approved it, it gives us positive
observations that should increase the likelihood of models in
which that assertion is true. When users assert that a statement is false, it gives us a negative observation, increasing
the likelihood of models in which that assertion is false.

In particular, a high cosine similarity between a concept and
a feature indicates a prediction that the feature is likely to
apply to the concept, according to the inductive “smoothing” that results from reducing the dimensionality of the
data. Discovering high cosine similarities between concepts
and features that were previously unconnected is a way to
propose new assertions that may be true. This technique is
used on the main OMCS web site to generate relevant yes/no
questions to ask the users.

In our generative model, we suppose that these observations
come from a binomial distribution whose mean is specified by the feature probabilities in the cluster. Our prior on
the probability of an assertion is a beta distribution with an
expected value of 0.04, representing the approximately 4%
likelihood that a randomly selected feature, applied to a randomly selected concept, would be labeled as “generally true”
by a user, as determined by a user study in [27].

Similar concepts and properties form clusters that point in
the same direction away from the origin, possibly with different magnitudes, leading to a “spiky” overall shape of ConceptNet. However, no previous inference process over ConceptNet takes this structure into account. Dimensionality reduction using SVD assumes that the data forms a smooth
Gaussian in its lower-dimensional space. One result of this
inaccurate assumption is that AnalogySpace gives poor predictions when not many things are known about a concept.

We chose the total weight on the beta distribution to represent 0.1 of an assertion, so that real information would remain more prominent than the prior. This prior allows negative information to have an effect, by causing the probability
θ of a feature to decrease from its starting value, and allows
us to distinguish the truth values of “false” and “unknown”.
We experimented with different settings of this parameter
and found that values between 0 and 1 produce similar lists
of most informative features.
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choice of k is arbitrary and represents a tradeoff between the
ability to make fine distinctions and computation time. If we followed the rule of thumb that a truncated SVD should represent
95% of the variance, we could use over 400 dimensions, but this
would overburden our Web application by greatly increasing both
the computation time and storage space required to serve a page.

The generative model, then, can be expressed in terms of
(k)
the positive observations yi , the total numbers of observa(k)
tions ni , the cluster means µi, j , the class assignments z(k) ,
the probability weights of each class π, the hyperparameters
α = 0.004 and β = 0.096 that establish the beta prior, and a

theoretical parameter γ whose value does not affect our implementation, because all the values of n that it generates are
given. In statistical notation, our model is:

Determining which feature will give the most information
in distinguishing clusters requires finding the probability of
each cluster given each feature. As the θ matrix contains the
probabilitiy of each feature f given each cluster c, we can
compute p(c| f ) from p( f |c) using Bayes’ rule.

µi, j ∼ Beta(α, β)
π ∼ Dirichlet(απ )

p(c| f ) ∝ p( f |c)p(c)
p(c|¬ f ) ∝ p(¬ f |c)p(c)

z(k) ∼ Multinomial(π)
(k)

ni

∼ Poisson(γ)

(k)
yi

∼ Binomial(µi,z(k) , ni )

(k)

We implement this model with an expectation maximization
process, incrementally determining the likelihood Zi,c that
each concept i is in each cluster c according to the binomial distribution, and then updating each cluster’s feature
probabilities (denoted θc, j , where c specifies the cluster and
j specifies the feature) to match the concepts it is likely to
contain. The process in detail is:

We also need to do this in the presence of already known
information. If we have some set of features or their negations Fk that we already know, we can include them in this
conditional probability. (So far, we make the simplifying assumption that features are conditionally independent of each
other given a class; we are considering using a model that
relaxes this assumption.)

p( f , Fk , c)
p( f , Fk )
p(c)p( f |c)p(Fk |c)
=
p( f , Fk )
∝ p(c)p( f |c)p(Fk |c)
∝ p(c| f )p(Fk |c)

p(c| f , Fk ) =

Repeat until convergence:
For each concept i and class c:
y
Zi,c ← ∏ j θc,i,jj (1 − θc, j )ni, j −yi, j
For each class c and feature j:
y
θc, j ← ∑i Zi,c · ni,i, jj
This algorithm requires a fixed number of clusters. We do
not claim to know the “correct” number of clusters in our
data, or to expect EM to correctly discover all of the clusters we want simultaneously. Instead, we use a hierarchical
clustering process in which clusters can be divided into subclusters using the same generative model.
We choose to divide the data into 5 clusters at each step in
this process; we arrived at the branching factor 5 by experimentation. We previously tried the minimum branching factor of 2, but found that the resulting model was ineffective
at distinguishing clusters. Branching into more clusters at
each step increases the time and space requirements of the
algorithm for what seem to be diminishing returns.
Once EM has converged, we find the maximum-likelihood
assignment of concepts to clusters, placing each concept
solely in the cluster that is most likely to contain it. We then
run EM again on each cluster separately, to find subclusters
within that cluster. This gives us a tree of clusters which we
can expand in priority order, always choosing to expand the
leaf with the highest probability until the hierarchy grows
sufficiently large.
Distinguishing clusters with questions

What we want to find are the questions that most effectively
steer a new concept toward the populated areas of AnalogySpace, which we accomplish by putting the concept in a
cluster. The questions we want to ask, then, are the questions that are best at distinguishing different clusters at various levels of the hierarchy.

We convert these proportions to exact probabilities by normalizing the values so that ∑c p(c| f , Fk ) = 1. With those
probabilites, we can calculate the expected disorder of asking about each feature. In the case where Fk is empty, for
example, the disorder is:
− ∑ p(c) ∑ p( f )p(c| f ) lg p(c| f ) + p(¬ f )p(c|¬ f ) lg p(c|¬ f )
c

f

!

The feature with the least disorder is the one that best distinguishes the classes from each other, so that is the feature
that we turn into a question to ask the user. As an example,
at the top level of the hierarchy, the most informative question in the absence of any other information is “Is it a kind
of place?”.
Drilling down through the hierarchy

In order to take advantage of hierarchy of clusters we have
created, the process that generates questions must be able
to choose paths that drill down through this hierarchy, asking increasingly specific questions until it identifies a small
cluster of possible concepts.
When the probability p(c|Fk ) that the concept is in a particular cluster based on the known information increases above
0.5, the questioner tentatively selects that cluster, and begins
asking questions that will distinguish its subclusters. This
drilling-down process is re-calculated from the top of the hierarchy after every question, and it frequently happens that
the path changes based on new information. If the likelihood

of a previously chosen cluster decreases below 0.5, for example, the questioner will back up and ask more questions
at the level above.
Avoiding sparsity with dimensionality reduction

The model described in the previous section performs poorly
when confronted with the actual data in OMCS, because that
data is too sparse. Every question it chooses to ask tells it
nothing about the vast majority of concepts, because the majority of concept/feature pairs are unknown.
There already exists a technique for filling in the gaps, and
that is to smooth the data using dimensionality reduction, as
described in the “AnalogySpace” section. If the model were
trained only on information explicitly entered by OMCS’s
users, the assertions and the positive and negative ratings
that come from user’s feedback on the common sense assertion, then our data set would be too sparse. Instead, we use
the virtual positive or negative observations that we generate from the AnalogySpace representation. If AnalogySpace
predicts the value 0.2 for a particular combination of a concept and a feature, for example, then we consider this as 0.2
of a positive observation for that assertion. As a result, every
combination of a concept and a feature has some data that
can be used when asking questions, even if it only counts for
a small fraction of an observation.
A side effect of this is that we can no longer represent assertions with both positive and negative observations, because
the smoothing produces a single value for every assertion
that is either positive or negative. Each yi, j is either 0 or
equal to ni, j . This slightly misrepresents the probability of
“controversial” assertions, treating them as if they are observed fewer times instead of being observed with opposite
values, but it is unclear whether this has a meaningful effect
on the results.
When we smooth the input data in this way, the probability of every concept can be affected by every question, and
this greatly decreases the number of questions required to
identify a known concept. Even though the majority of concepts are not asserted to be either “places” or “not places”,
the model can adjust the probability of those concepts after
seeing the answer to “Is it a kind of place?” by determining
whether they are sufficiently similar (or dissimilar) to concepts that are places.
INTERFACE DESIGN OBJECTIVES

The “20 Questions” interface is quite simple, so in addition
to being a game that users can use to teach Open Mind, it
can also be incorporated into the main Open Mind interface
unobtrusively. When a user visits the page for a concept
that contains few or no assertions, the site will present that
user with the broad questions generated from the mixture
model instead of the inferences from AnalogySpace. In this
situation, Open Mind is not trying to guess what the concept
is, so this mode of interaction does not get the benefit of
being a game, but it remains an efficient way of collecting
the basic knowledge that will allow Open Mind to go on to
use other forms of inference. An example of this interface

Figure 3. Using the 20 Questions interface to develop a concept.

appears in Figure 3.
In constructing the interface we followed four main design
principles.
Feedback

As mentioned above, we’ve found that interactivity is a critical component in reducing user attrition. If users feel they
are teaching the system and interacting with it, they will enter more data and be more satisfied with their experience.
This is the motivation behind a feature of the interface that
shows the user which concepts are the computer’s current
best guesses: the user can directly observe how their answers
are affecting the computer’s decisions.
User enjoyment

The game should be more fun for the users, and better at
retaining users, than a static data entry task.
Minimalism

The interface should be usable not just as a stand-alone
game, but as a tool for learning that can be used elsewhere
in Open Mind. It is important that the game does not further
clutter the OMCS web site, and that the user sees it as a natural way to interact with the page in which it is embedded,
which could be a summary page that describes a particular concept, or a page for translating a concept into another
language. This motivated us to design it with a minimal interface. The only things that appear besides the text and buttons that are necessary to play the game are a list of previous
statements (giving continuity to the user experience) and the
small list of predicted concepts (providing feedback).
Effortless Acquisition

In the standard Open Mind interface, few users would sit
down and enter 20 statements in a row, regardless of whether
they are positive or negative. It is an important aspect of the
20 Questions interface that each incremental contribution of
knowledge requires very little effort. Users can teach a significant amount of useful knowledge to Open Mind without
focusing on the fact that they are doing so, because they are
focused instead on the game.

Sample interaction

The user begins an interaction with our 20 Questions game
by mentally selecting a concept to enter information about.
This concept can range from a concrete object, such as
“pen”, to an activity like “playing hockey”, to an abstract
idea such as “liberty”. The system then presents the user
with a question about his or her mentally-selected concept,
expressed in natural language. Each question has four possible responses: “Yes”, “No”, “Maybe”, and “Doesn’t Make
Sense”. Once the user answers the question, the system selects another question to ask the user. (The system generates
each question by choosing the lowest-disorder feature from
the hierarchical classifier, given the responses to previous
questions. These questions tend to narrow down the likely
choices for the user’s concept.) Some frequently asked questions include “Is it a place?” and “Is it used for fun?”.
Throughout the interaction, the system presents the user with
a list of “possible concepts”. These concepts are the system’s
current best guesses for the user’s concept. As the system
collects more responses to its questions, these guesses are
refined. The possible concepts are computed using the product of the result in the hierarchical classifier and the score
assigned by AnalogySpace. Both AnalogySpace and the hierarchical classifier produce likelihood estimates for every
concept, and these likelihood estimates are multiplied by
each other to produce the list of likely concepts. We combine
the estimates because each system excels at predicting concepts at different levels of granularity; the classifier places
us in the right cluster, and AnalogySpace finds the concept
within the cluster.
The system attempts to guess the user’s concept after collecting 12, 15, and 18 pieces of information. It guesses
once after the 12th and 15th pieces of information, and 3
times after the 18th. The system always guesses the current
most likely concept (derived in the same manner as the possible concepts). If the system guesses correctly, the game
ends. Otherwise, the game continues until the system asks
20 questions. At this point, the user is prompted to enter the
concept he or she was thinking of, and the game ends.
EVALUATION
User test design

We tested our interface with users on the Internet to determine if it gathered knowledge more effectively than the current OpenMind interface. Upon starting the user test, users
were assigned to evaluate one of two interfaces at random.
The first interface, designed to mimic the previously existing method for teaching OpenMind about a new concept,
had the user select a concept and manually input 20 facts
about it. First the user was asked to enter a concept of their
choice. Then, the interface presented the user with a choice
of sentence frames involving their concept to fill in. Figure 4
shows the list of sentence frames that appears when the selected concept is “mug”. After choosing a frame, the user is
asked to complete it using the standard OMCS interface, as
seen in Figure 5.

Figure 4. The first user test interface, designed to mimic the Open Mind
interface. After entering a concept, the user is presented with a list of
possible assertions involving the concept.

Figure 5. The traditional, frame-based interface for entering an assertion.

Figure 6. The twenty questions user test interface. The concept for the
game currently in progress is “apple”.

The second interface played a game of 20 Questions with
the user, interactively choosing questions to ask based on
the user’s previous responses. An example of this for the
concept “apple” can be seen in Figure 6. During this process,
the user is shown a list of the system’s current guesses for the
user’s concept.
Survey

After using either interface, users were shown the list of positive statements that they had contributed to Open Mind, and
then filled out a survey about their experience. The survey asked each user whether they agreed with the following statements (phrased as a mixture of positive and negative
statements to encourage respondents to think about them before clicking):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I enjoyed this activity.
This was not an efficient way to enter information.
I felt like I was teaching the system.
The system was adapting as I entered new information.
I found this interface unintuitive.
I would use this system again.

All of these questions were scored on a 5-point Likert scale.
We also asked users if they had used OpenMind before and
recorded how long it took users to complete the task. We
used anonymous cookies to avoid giving the survey to users
who went back and took the user test again.
Results

106 people participated in our user test and responded to the
survey. We present their responses in graphical form in Figure 7 and Figure 8.

p = 0.05 level. In our calculations of completion times, we
eliminated any users who took over 1 hour to complete the
task, based on the assumption that the user simply left his or
her browser window open.
The results of our user test show that users are capable of entering knowledge more quickly with our system. In addition,
users claimed they enjoyed interacting with the 20 Questions
system and were more likely to use the 20 Questions system
again. These results indicate that the 20 Questions interface
will help us engage users and acquire more common sense
knowledge.
DISCUSSION

In his books Society of Mind [19] and The Emotion Machine
[20], Marvin Minsky discusses the common sense reasoning problem and, indeed, the entire problem of knowledge
representation. Minsky coins the word “panalogy” to refer
to switching representations in order to better reason about
a problem, saying that being able to switch rapidly between
representations is an important part of reasoning. Minsky
cites this as a way to enable our reasoning systems to become
“unstuck” when they encounter a difficult problem. It is important, then, that our reasoning not become fixed within a
method or domain; we should be able to fluidly transfer between them.

Figure 7. The mean and SEM of the survey responses, grouped by test
condition.

Our interface is an example of using multiple representations
to solve a single problem. When teaching Open Mind about
a new concept, the hierarchical clustering model allows us
to efficiently learn general information about the concept.
These facts let us place the new concept within a cluster of
closely-related concepts. Once within that cluster, we can
switch representations and use AnalogySpace to learn details about the concept. These two knowledge representations complement each other and help our system to learn
more efficiently.
Another advantage of the interface is that it collects both
positive and negative assertions from users. Negative assertions seem to be under-represented in the Open Mind Common Sense, appearing much less frequently than positive assertions. Negative assertions are important because they increase our ability to distinguish what is false from what we
simply do not know. Currently, data sparsity prevents us
from distinguishing untrue assertions from unknown assertions. The negative assertions contributed by 20 Questions
will increase our ability to make these distinctions in the future.

Figure 8. The mean and SEM of the elapsed time to complete each task.

We used a t-test to measure the statistical significance of
our survey results. We found three statements on which 20
Questions outperformed the other condition: the differences
between the means of the responses to “I would use this system again”, “I enjoyed this activity”, and “The system was
adapting as I entered new information” were statistically significant at the p = 0.05 level. We also found that the difference between the completion times to be significant at the

We believe that this interface will encourage more people to
contribute common sense knowledge, while making it easy
and straightforward for them to contribute knowledge that is
generally useful. By framing common sense acquisition as
an entertaining game, we encourage user participation and
keep the interest of our existing users. We believe this game
will increase both the appeal and the effectiveness of Open
Mind Common Sense.
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